Tasks in Progress:
- HRS Security
- Metadata – element definitions
- Change requests

Discussion Items:
- Proposed element names (see handout)
- Group/Flag/Code
- Group/Code/Number
- Calendar Year/Fiscal Year/Academic Year as a Class Word or Qualifier + Class Word
- Abbreviations on 4-5 character words
- Start Event Code v.s. Begin Event Code – due to confusion with abbreviations for Start, Street, Saint
- Should view V_EMP include “PERSONAL” for personal demographics
- Is FTE a percent, amount, or value?
- Merge old views POSFUND and POSFUND TC?
- Discussion on Labor Distribution

Next meeting –  Brio Report Tool Vendor Demonstration
August 7, 2003, Hardymon Alltel Room
1:00 – 3:00